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Hwlitsum First Nation's RBT2 Closing Remarks

Hwlitsum First Nation ("HFN") respectfully submits its closing remarks pertaining to the
Roberts Bank Terminal 2 ("RBT2") Project Consultation. This submission encapsulates HFN's
April 15, 2019 Written Submissions, and the Oral Presentations by Chief Hornbrook and Elder
Zoe McCrystal on May 16, 2019.

Based on HFN's proximity to the Project, and Oral History handed down by its Elders, HFN has
concerns regarding any more changes to the Fraser River system. HFN has concerns over:
1. The Project's potential impacts on Canoe Pass;
2. The Project's adverse impacts on the mouth of the Fraser River and potentially the whole
Fraser River basin;
3. The impacts of increased marine traffic;
4. The loss of both critical fish habitat and accesses to any remaining fish habitats; and
5. How the culmination of all these factors could potentially affect HFN members' ability to
exercise their Rights and Traditions.

From HFN's perspective, the alterations to the ecosystem and the continued expansion of
industry and development on and around the Lower Fraser River basin has had a significant

detrimental effect on the environment and HFN members' way of life and Rights. Where will it
all go if this Project is approved?

HFN submits the following summary of its comments and concerns regarding the Roberts Bank
Terminal 2 Project (the "Project"):

Traditional Knowledge and the Effects to Canoe Pass

Aboriginal Traditional Knowledge is a powerful tool based on respect and reciprocity and
therefore must be a critical element of any consultation endeavor. Our position stands that
Indigenous Traditional Knowledge will provide the answers, or at the least form the basis, to
many of the questions in a consultation process and/or environmental assessment.

Traditional Knowledge should form the genesis of any scientific or environmental study, it
speaks to the history of what is being studied, measured, and observed. Observations form the
basis of any scientific study, and observations are a significant part of Traditional Knowledge.
In areas where measurable data is not available, Traditional Knowledge can fill in the gaps by
providing observations passed down through generations.

While we were encouraged that the CEAA requested that Port Metro Vancouver integrate
Aboriginal Traditional Knowledge into the assessment of environmental impacts, we were
disappointed to discover that only two groups were asked to provide their Traditional
Knowledge: Musqueam First Nation and Tsleil-Waututh Nation. As descendants of Lamalcha
Indians, Hwlitsum ancestors spent half the year in their summer village at Canoe Pass prior to
First Contact with Europeans. Furthermore, Elder McCrystal and Chief Hornbrook provided
historical recollections of their families' and HFN's members' connections to Canoe Pass since
colonization. Therefore, HFN submits it should be the pre-eminent group to be consulted with
regarding this region.

HFN band member, Elder McCrystal spoke about how the Robert's Bank causeway ruined the
Canoe Pass fish industry and interfered with the sturgeon path entering Canoe Pass. Chief

Hornbrook provided recollections from Elders as to their witnessing of how the building of the
early dyke system to prevent flooding started the demise of the marshlands. The Elders can
attest to how the walls used to control the direction of the Fraser River coupled with the
construction of the George Massey Tunnel have resulted in the demise of the tidal marsh habitat.
Further Traditional Knowledge from the Elders questions why the BC ferry terminal at Roberts
Bank did not incorporate culverts into the design, thus allowing prevailing tidal currents to flow
in their natural course. Dredging and further industrialization of the area have had adverse
impacts into the Roberts Bank and Canoe Pass habitats. Essentially, Canoe Pass was turned
from an estuary into an industrial canal. Further development at Roberts Bank has changed the
main flow of the main arm of the river, destroying aquatic, intertidal and terrestrial habitat
causing substantial loss to the valuable marshlands. However, this critical history of the area is
absent from the RBT2 Environmental Assessment process and this Traditional Knowledge
should have been used as a baseline for this area's projects. Instead, the baseline used for the
RBT2 Project is essentially the day the Project was proposed.

The importance of using Traditional Knowledge to establish a baseline as far back in time as
possible provides the opportunity to study the cumulative effects of incremental projects on the
Fraser River system. Incidentally, in our written submissions, we proposed that an organization
be established to oversee sustainable development, cumulative marine traffic growth,
environmental protection and planning, and responsibility to consult with First Nations, for the
whole Fraser River system. Project development on the Fraser River ecosystem needs to be
conducted with cumulative impact assessments rather than a fragmentary method. Our biggest
concern is the disappearance of critical fish habitat, such as the river foreshore, on an
incremental project basis without consideration of the cumulative impact on the whole Fraser
River ecosystem.

Project-specific Concerns

Canoe Pass
Based on our Oral History handed down by Our Elders, HFN has concerns as to the proposed
Project and the cumulative impact that development has had on Canoe Pass; mainly the changes

to the waterway's flow regime resulting in the diminishing fish habitat in and around Canoe
Pass. Our principle concern remains with how this Project will further influence the flow regime
in Canoe Pass. The proposed terminal will inevitably alter the natural currents in the area with
repercussion on Canoe Pass and the Fraser River system.

Since time immemorial, and to the present day, our ancestors depended on Canoe Pass to survive
at their summer village on the banks of the Fraser River. Our people have raised their families
and fished in Canoe Pass long before any BC Ferry terminal and jetty were built.

The

construction of the existing Roberts Bank Terminal and ferry terminal took Canoe Pass from us.
The diking and dredging of the Fraser River and the construction of the George Massey tunnel
all have contributed to changes to the flow of the river, ultimately affecting Canoe Pass and the
whole foreshore of the Fraser River Delta south of the main arm of the Fraser River.

Our Elders contrast the memories of their youth and being taught where to fish in Canoe Pass
with the current state of the waterway, how it has changed and the subsequent reduction in fish
habitat resulting in a dwindling fish population. To date, the cumulative effects caused by all the
industrialization have had significant impacts to our way of life. HFN Elders have observed
issues related to the silting up of channels in and around Canoe Pass resulting in shallow water
consequently increasing the temperature of the water and subsequently altering the ecosystem.
In some of the places that our Elders used to fish in Canoe Pass, the deposition has been so
severe that nowadays one can walk there during low tide. Our Elders note the lack of salmon
returning to this once robust habitat, which we believe is an indication of the changes that have
taken place over the past 60 or so years.

This sliver of Aboriginal Traditional Knowledge supports our position that projects should be
looked at through the lens of cumulative impact and that a project's reference point should be at
the point before industrialization rather than the present baseline.

Mouth of the Fraser River
HFN reiterates that the entrance to the Fraser River is an extremely sensitive and ecologically
significant part of the Fraser River system.

It is the entrance to the whole river system and

therefore any impacts have cascading repercussions on the whole Fraser River. We submit that
this Project will not only impact the immediate area around the proposed terminal but will
produce cascading adverse impacts on the remainder of the Fraser River.

The Environmental Assessment Process

HFN would like to repeat its earlier position that the EA process is inadequate and difficult to
ascertain unless a group possesses the significant resources to digest the required data. We have
been continually struggling with the 1557 documents on the CEAA database, finding it difficult
to navigate and find information and data that might be pertinent to our ability to properly assess
the Project. The CEAA database does not possess suitable search functions unless one is aware
of the title of a document. Additionally, the documents are not organized by a common subject
area or category. Finally, HFN believes that it did not possess the resources necessary to fully
engage in the consultation process, even though limited participation funding was provided.

Summary

In summation, HFN repeats its previous two recommendations and five Project specific
concerns.
It recommends:
1. Establishment of an organization to oversee sustainable development along the whole
Fraser River system; and
2. Further inclusion of Indigenous Traditional Knowledge into the Project evaluation and
assessment with regards to respect and reciprocity.
HFN has concerns over:
1. The Project's potential impacts on Canoe Pass;
2. The Project's adverse impacts on the mouth of the Fraser River and potentially the whole
Fraser River basin;
3. The impacts of increased marine traffic;
4. The loss of critical fish habitat; and

5. How the culmination of all these factors could potentially affect HFN members' ability to
exercise their Rights and Traditions, now and more importantly in the future.

At this time, HFN cannot support this Project on its proposed merits, and with what it considers a
lack of proper consultation and a lack of assessment of the cumulative adverse effects on the
whole Fraser River system.

This Project has the potential to dramatically effect HFN's

members' way of life and impact their Indigenous Rights.

Yours Truly, on behalf of Hwliltsum First Nation,
<Original signed by>

Chief Jim Hornbrook

